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“ESG” has become a buzzword among a new category of “Socially 
Responsible” investors. Some of those investors buy municipal bonds.
• In theory, if these investors become a significant portion of the market, their evaluation could 

affect interest rates on your bonds. Rating agencies are beginning to utilize these frameworks 
in their ratings analysis.

• It stands for three factors that these use when considering investment options:

What is “ESG” and how does it impact me?
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Environmental factors may include:
• How vulnerable is the issuer to environmental changes?
• What efforts have been made to mitigate effects of climate change?
• What is the issuer’s climate change impact or carbon footprint? Has it mitigated 

these impacts?

Social factors may include:
• What are the issuer’s employment and labor policies and practices? 
• What are the issuer’s policies and track record on equity, inclusion, and diversity?
• How does the issuer react to social change? What is its political stance on human 

rights and other social issues?

Governance factors may include:
• How transparent are the issuer’s finances? Governance/ethics issues?
• How open are its policy-making and decision-making processes?
• How responsive is the issuer to its constituents or customers?



ESG considerations for municipal bond issuers

Overview
Two separate, but often conflated, ESG topics are relevant to issuers of municipal 
bonds: disclosure of material ESG risks and marketing “green,” “social” or other ESG 
labeled bonds. Both topics are subject to certain applicable legal requirements.

• Applicable Legal Requirements
— Federal antifraud laws
— Rule 10(b)(5), Section 17

• ESG Disclosure
— SEC focus on corporate disclosure of climate and other ESG risks
— Municipal issuers: disclosing material risks
— GFOA best practice papers

• ESG Labeled Bonds
— Green bonds and social bonds: standards
— Market trends 
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Municipal Bonds; Antifraud Laws

Rule 10b-5
Rule 10b-5, promulgated under Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 
prohibits fraud in connection with the purchase and sale of securities. 
• Among other provisions, it makes unlawful, in connection with the purchase or sale of 

any security:
— any untrue statement of a material fact or 
— omitting to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the 

circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.

Similar language under Section 17(a) of the Securities Act. 
• SEC settlements under Section 17(a) have been based on a negligence standard

— “knew or should have known” standard for establishing negligence
— Failure by an actor to conform conduct to the standard of a reasonable person under like 

circumstances
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Materially Accurate and Complete

Materiality 
Whether a statement or omission can give rise to a securities law violation depends on 
whether the statement or omission is material. The definition of “material” has been 
established by case law.

• There is a substantial likelihood
• That a reasonable bond investor
• Would consider it important in making an investment decision

— There must be a substantial likelihood that a fact "would have been viewed by the 
reasonable investor as having significantly altered the 'total mix' of information made 
available.”

• The ESG discussion raises some new questions in this context:
— What about information that is of particular importance to a values-based investor (e.g., a 

“socially responsible” or “green”  investor)?
— What about remote but serious risks?
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ESG Disclosure

Disclosure developments.
The SEC has undertaken several initiatives relating to climate change disclosure and 
other ESG topics (focused on corporate issuers).  The MSRB also issued a request for 
information on ESG disclosure. 

• SEC
— Examination priorities; enforcement task force
— Request for comment on climate disclosure
— Proposed corporate climate disclosure regulations

• MSRB
— Request for information

• Voluntary initiatives
— GFOA best practices papers on ESG disclosure



ESG Disclosure: GFOA Best Practices

GFOA white papers.
GFOA has issued “E,” “S” and “G” white papers regarding disclosure, including 
checklists of considerations. https://www.gfoa.org/best-practices/debt-best-practices

•Environmental 
— First step for issuers is to consider the environmental risks applicable to the issuer and its bonds. 

• Start by identifying internal resources and reports/studies. 
• Consult external resources, such as bond offering documents of other relevant jurisdictions
• Evaluate whether risks are material risks that should be disclosed, together with appropriate 

cautionary language and the steps the issuer is taking (if any) to address the risk. 

•Social 
— Broad; less consensus; could include a range of many social factors that affect a jurisdiction.

• Examples: Availability and affordability of housing for vulnerable populations; Demographic changes 
and population trends affecting demand for services or tax base; Income levels, wealth, and income 
disparities; Affordability of government services, tax rates, or eroding tax base; Labor relations 
challenges, union contracts (and any long-term fixed costs—OPEB and pensions); Availability, 
access, and quality of community health services; Quality of public education and vocational 
training; educational attainment; Labor force, employment/unemployment, and job opportunities; 
Internet access and affordability 

— Because there is less consensus on the S factors to consider, S disclosure may be most informative 
when it includes an explanation of the significance and potential impacts on the jurisdiction



ESG Disclosure: GFOA Best Practices

GFOA white papers.
GFOA has issued “E,” “S” and “G” white papers regarding disclosure, including 
checklists of considerations. https://www.gfoa.org/best-practices/debt-best-practices

•Governance
— By their nature, public entities are attentive to many of the G factors.

• Most of the G factors are ordinarily included in offering documents. For example, offering 
documents include descriptions of governance, organizational structure, decision-making 
processes, legal authority for debt issuance, financial and budget management practices, and 
auditing/reporting practices. Other topics relate to risk management: cybersecurity, deferred 
maintenance, and pension and OPEB liability. 

— Assess the information that Is already included and verify that it covers the key G factors.



ESG Risk Disclosure

Disclosing material risks
Risk factor disclosure should be tailored and reflect only those risks that are material to 
the particular issuer and offering. 

• Identify material risks 
• Avoid generic disclosure or boilerplate risks
• Risk factors can help add “meaningful cautionary language” that falls within the 

bespeaks caution doctrine
— Include key assumptions, limitations

• Enforcement actions
— Cybersecurity example: update generic risk disclosure to note specific events that have happened 

and may be expected to happen.



ESG Labeled Bonds: Considerations

Labeled bonds
We have seen an increase in the issuance of “green” bonds, “social” bonds and sustainability bonds in 
the municipal market. 
Labeled bonds are designated as meeting specific standards (for example the International Capital 
Market Association’s green, social and sustainability bond principles, Climate Bonds Initiative Standards 
and Certification Scheme and 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals). 

• Example: ICMA Green Bond principles
— Use of Proceeds 
— Process for Project Evaluation and Selection 
— Management of Proceeds 
— Reporting

• Cautionary language
— Limitations associated with any self- or third-party verification
— Lack of consensus (legal, regulatory, etc.); designation may not align with investor objectives
— No assurances actions taken or not taken will result in revision or withdrawal of certification or opinion
— No assurances that particular data may continue to be available
— No assurances that a green or social labeled bond will meet future criteria 
— No assurances that an ESG-labeled bond will not have adverse ESG impacts



ESG Labeled Bonds: Market Trends

ESG market
A number of Washington issuers have sold green bonds (for public transit, LEED-
certified buildings, and other green bond projects) and/or social bonds (for affordable 
housing or other social bond projects). 

• SEC
— Greenwashing concern

• March 2021 – SEC formed a “Climate and ESG Task Force” within its Enforcement Division for the 
sole purpose of investigating ESG disclosures, for example disclosure regarding:
• Labeled investments and level of diligence performed 
• Methods established for ensuring that investments continue to uphold those principles
• Claims of being “ESG-friendly” and disclosure regarding what standards were met (evaluation 

criteria)
• Risk disclosure

• March 2022 – Release of proposal from the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD) on “Helping Investors Navigate Climate Change Risk”

• Market developments



Thanks for joining us

Questions? 

Alice Ostdiek
AOstdiek@stradlinglaw.com
206.829.3002

Stacey Lewis
stacey.lewis@pacificalawgroup.com
206.245.1714
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